SPOTLIGHT: LCCC BENEFIT TOURNAMENT
Gary Dorsch, a regional field manager for the Toro Company hit the 6-iron shot of his life on the Nov. 2 during the annual Lake City Endowment Tournament. The ball went into the cup and earned Dorsch a set of keys to a brand new BMW Z4 convertible.

COVER STORY: SKYVIEW GOLF COURSE
The Seven Rivers Chapter nominated the Skyview Course for the Winter 2007 cover story, but to tell the full story is to recognize that Skyview is just the newest of three courses built at the Villages of Citrus Hills.

OFFICIAL BUSINESS: THE FERTILIZER RULE
Industry leaders met at the Bob Crawford Agriculture Center in Bartow Dec. 5 to hear the discussion on the latest of the newly proposed Fertilizer Rule that will govern labels and tags on fertilizer products sold and used in Florida.

RESEARCH: DIVERSITY IN THE WORKFORCE
Over a three-week period in June Lake City CC Professor Bruce Witt visited 21 facilities and interviewed 49 executives, managers and supervisors. The workshops at those facilities included people from 25 different countries, 10 of them non-Hispanic.

AFTERWORDS: GIVING BACK
Jim Colo of the Old Marsh Club is coordinating a group of superintendents in Palm Beach County who are volunteering at The Children’s Golf Foundation, the only chapter of The First Tee program designed for mentally and physically challenged children.
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CALL FOR ARTICLES
Hand in Topics: State your best practice and tips for these upcoming topics. Photographs or slides are encouraged. Digital images that are 5 inches wide at 300 dpi or greater accepted.
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